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c, climatic and timber harvesting data were analyzed using time series analysis to examine impacts of large- 

S) including spring snowmelt, summer rain and winter baseflow were separately tested. Results showed that 
~ant ly  increases summer mean and peak flow. However, impacts on other periods including annual flaws and 

flows were not significant. Implications of these results are also discussed within the context of the large-scale I, 
ong terme portant sur l'hydrom6trie, le climat et I'exploitation forestikre ffurent analys6es en utilisant la mithode 

s6rie temporelle dans le but d'6tudier les effets de l'exploitation forestikre B grande Cchelle sur les d6bits moyen, 
minimal du bassin versant de Bowron dans le centre de la Colombie-Britannique. Trois processus hydrologiques 

uant la fonte des neiges printanibe, la pluie estivale et le d6bit de base hivernal ont 6t6 analys6s s6par6ment. Les 
uent que la coupe de bois augmente consid6rablement le d6bit moyen et maximal d'6t6. Cependant, les effets 
es piriodes incluant les d6bits annuels et les d6bits maximaux de fonte des neiges n'aaient pas consid6rables. Les 

s possibles de ces risultats sont aussi examinbes dans le contexte des processus hydrologiques B giande 6chelle. 

River along the west side of the Cadboo Mountains. 

oftimber harvesting onhydrology has long Although some of the tributary flow originates in high 

ubject of considerable study and debate elevationmountains, themajority of the watershed con- 

1997, J~~~~ and ~~~t 1996, ~~~~e 1997 sists of along, broad valley at low to medium elevation. 

). ~h~ issue has gained renewed interest in Timber harvesting began on a small scale in the 1960's 

olumhia the introduction of the porest and expanded dramatically in the latter part of 1970's. 

code, ~ i ~ h  protection A,.~, along with a re- In 1975, a widespread spruce hark beetle infestation 

hasis habitat protection and planning is- led to a salvage logging operation lasting approximately 

the forest industry. ln addition, forest plan- 10 years, with the majority of the logging completed in 

have hegun to focus on landscape or lower elevation portions of the watershed. The result- 

rshed units, considering a wide variety of resource ing harvest of approximately 900 km2, represents nearly 

es rather than the traditiona] approach of protec. 25 % of the watershed, and remains one of the largest 

on a stream by stream basis. clear-cut areas in province (Figure 1). 

previous research into hydrologic impacts F'revious studies have used the paired watershed or rep- 

~ & ~ h  Columbia has focused on small streams within lication (with treatments randomly assigned) approaches 

astal forest environments, without the benefit of long- and Grant 1996, Eberhardt and Thomas 1991, 

records, while these studies have produced some Golding 1987) for evaluation of timber hanresting im- 

ful results, there appears to he a lack of research of Pacts, particularly for small-scale watersheds. Where 

large-scale, long-tem effects (> 40 yrs,), particu- such a control or replicationis impossible for large-scale 

larly within interior forest environments, T~ address this watersheds (z 1000 km2) due to their availability or cost 

gap wereviewed the of existing hydrometric, constrains, time series analysis is a useful tool for 

climatic and timber harvesting data on several large in- analyzing unreplicated and serially-correlated data (Bras 

terior watersheds. The Bowron River watershed with and Ro&!@ez-It'Jrhe 1993, Goldman et al. 19899 Dr. 

both extensive timber harvesting and long-term Younes Alila, University of British Columbia, personal 

hydrometric and climatic data records provides a unique 
opp-ty for evaluation timber hanresting Time series analysis has been intensively usedforfore- 

TheBowronRiveris alarge watershedof approximately Casting purposes (Box et al. 1994, Chatfield 1989). hut 

3590 located on the of the interior its application on environmental assessment such as 
plateau of British Columbia, approximately 50 km east evaluation of timber harvesting impact on hydrology is 
of Prince George. The river originates within the Bowron rare. Jassby and Powell (1990) provided a useful re- 

~~k~~ fiovincial park and flows to the praser view on methods of detecting changes in ecological time 
series, and they recommended a cross-correlation tech- 

' BC Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks, loll Founh Avenue, Prince George, BC, Canada, V2L 3H9. 
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r inference of causation between two time se- shed, is that the area will likely contain several differ- 
&mention analysis for evaluation of impacts ent climatic zones. In the case of the Bowron, the wa- 

la1 events. In this studv we used both methods tershed originates within two hvdroloeical zones. the - 
Nechako Lowland and the west Carihoo ~ o u n t h n s ,  
according to the provincial hydrologic classification 
system (Coulson et a1 1997). In order to address this 

al and Methods issue it was decided to use an average of the parameters 
from the two climate stations, one revresenting each 

acts of timber harvesting on hydrology 

shed contains two active Water Survey of 
etric stations, Bowron River at Box 

and Bowron River 
% of the total dra 

er statioLL LbLb 

nf the Rox Canvnn site in 1 

.-y.l.- "-- " -.-, -" 
usted slightly to reflect the 
eam station established in 

esents the outflow fro- L.-.--. 
a relatively unlogged am. 1 1 ~ 5  UL~UUII ~ L U Y T U  LU 

minimal use in this study due to the small drain- 
area and attenuation of the largp labe w c t - m  im- 
ately upstre.- +hir .itp 

- 
hydrological zone, to approximate the precipitation in 
the watershed. Precipitation data was not used explic- 
itly in the time series analysis, but it was collected to 

at Wells representing 95.1% help understand and interpret the results. 
inage area of the system re- 
.- ... "- --I ,,cated from down. Accumulated equivalent clear-cut area (ECA) is a use- 

_. .... - .. .-.. ... 1977, and records ful indicator for quantifying timber harvesting activity. 

.P nre~riml. .itp which was ~ctablished in 1954, It is more appropriate than accumulated clear-cut area 

: present location. used by many researchers because the former accounts 

1953 near Wells the hydrological recovery of harvested landscapes or 

,, ,,,,un Lake Provincial stands. Based on growth of dominant tree species in 
-,..Ge- A ... the studv area and relationshivs between average tree - 

height and hydrological recovery recommended by In- 
terior Watershed Assessment Procedure (IWAP) guide- " "," L-A---.A. 

"* &."" "A&-. 
book (1995), we assumed the following yearly recov- 
ery rates: 0% during first five years after timber har- 

ability of climate data for this watershed proved vesting, and2% and 4% for subsequent 10 and 30 years, 
climate stations located in resnectivelv. Based on this assumntion. a harvested stand be excellent, with two 

and Prince George. Due to the historical 
of the Barkewille area, precipitation and 

& .  

in the study area can recover 75-80% of its hydrologi- 
cal parameters after 40-45 years. Yearly harvest areas 

temperature records have heen collected at this loca- from 1954 to 1996 werecalculatedusing GIS ( A d d o )  
Jne of the longest active sta- along with data from the provincial GIS database (for- 
1 for the Prince George sta- est cover). Based on those assumed recoven, rates and 

tion since 1888, making it I 

tions in the province. Datr 
tion is available from 1921 to present. One problem 
inherent with analyzingthe hydrology of a large water- 

yearly harvest areas, yearly ECAs can be estimated, and 
are presented in Figure 2. 

Figure 2. Annual equivalent clearcut area (ECA), 5-yearaverage annualpecipitation (Prince GeorgeBarkerville). 
amd 5-year average annual flow at Box Canyon 

- -. . . 
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The annual hydrological process was divided into three to large-scale salvage logging. TWO intervention years 
periods or processes including spring snowmelt (April (1966 and 1982) were therefore identZed for analysis. 
to June), summer rain (July to October) and winter 

I Because the data series is serially correlated and of baseflow (November to March) to reflect flow charac- 

i 
seasonality, it must be transformed to meet stationality teristics within the interior of British Columbia. Such a 

division is necessary for understanding and differenti- (same variance, independence, and normality) prior to 
any analysis. .This can be achieved by using an ating impacts on those three hydrologic processes. Row 

in the first period results mostly from snowmelt of the Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (AFUMA) 

winter snowpack and precipitation during the period, model to transfer the original series into a residual se- 
ries (white noise). For each mean flow series various while flow in the second period is driven by rainfall. 
ARIMA models were tested, and the best model was Flow in the third period is dependent upon groundwater 

and winter snowmelt, and is always the lowest of the chosen, in terms of achievement of stationality of the 

year. Three hydrological parameters including mean, residual series. 

maximum daily (peak flow) and 7-day low flow were In order to conduct an intervention analysis the inter- 
calculated using Box Canyon daily flow records from vention impact model must be clearly defined. 
1954 to 1996. Maximum daily flows and 7-day low McDowall et a1 (1980) distinguishes between three 
flows were calculated on annual and specified periods, major types of impacts that are possible: (1)Permanent 
while mean flows were calculated on an annual, period abrupt, also called step model; (2) Permanent gradual, 
and monthly bases. The list of hydrological parameters, also called exponential decay model and (3) abrupt tem- 
associated calculation intervals and analysis methods porary. The detailed description of those three inter- 
is presented in Table 1. vention impact models are described in Statsoft (1995) 

Intervention Analysis and McDowall et al. (1980). Based on the timber har- 
vesting pattern in Figure 2, we chose the permanent 

Intervention analysis is auseful tool for examining im- gradual model because the responses of hydrological 
pacts of an unusual event on a time series (Box et al. variables to timber harvesting are gradual. 
1994, Box and Tiao 1975, Statsoft 1995). As shown in The gradual permanent pattern is defined by the two 
Table 1, intervention analysis was used to examine tim- parameters (omega) and d (delta) shown below. 
ber harvesting impacts on monthly mean flow for each 

Impact = * Impact ,,, + 

of the three periods (snowmelt, rain and baseflow) and 
the entire year. In this analysis the "intervention" is for- (for ' time of impact, 'Ise = 

est harvesting, and the series on which we tested was Note that when testing impacts, it is important that both 
the meanmonthi~ flow. Figme 2 indicated that the h a -  parameters are statistically significant; otherwise one 
vesting began in 1960 but didn't reach 1 % of the water- could reach paradoxical conclusions (Statsoft 1995). 
shed area until the end of 1965. For the period 1966 to 
1981, harvesting proceeded at a rate of about 0.6% per Cross-Correlation Analysis 

year (reaching about 10% in 1981), and thenincreased to Cross-correlation analysis is used to test the relation- 
at arate of 2% per year during the period 1982-1988 due ship between the ECA series and each of the annual or 

I Table I .  The list of hydrological parameters, associated calculation intervals, and analysis methods. 

Period 

Analysis mthod Year 
', 

Cross-cornlation man man mean man 

Intervention analysis 

Cross-conelation 

Cross-cornlatiun low %w** low flow low flow low flow 

* PI: snow-mhg flow period (April to June). P2: rain-driven flow (Juiy to October). P3: base flow (November to March). 
**: 7-days low flow. 
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hydrological series (mean, peak and 7-days low Table 2 shows the results of the monthly mean series 
. prior to cross-correlation, two series must be fil- test using intervention analysis. This is a useful method 
or prewhitened to remove autocorrelation within in- for examining impacts of unusual events on a time se- 
al series (Jassby andPowell 1990, Chatfield 1989). ries (e.g. evaluating impacts of a new economic policy 
llowed the recommendations of Box and Jenkins on economic performance). The point of intervention 
) and Chatfield (1989). prewhitening each series must be clearly defined for analysis, however caution 
ing ARIMA models to remove autocorrelation and must be exercised in its application on evaluation of 
omputed cross-correlations between two series. All harvesting impacts. This is because in most cases tim- 
eries analyses were conducted using the software ber harvesting and its impacts are cumulative, and se- 
STICA developed by Statsoft Inc. lection of significant interventionpoints is somewhat suh- 

jective. For this study weused 1966 and 1982 as two sepa- 

Its and Discussion rateintervention points which reasonably reflects two dif- 

ts on Annual Period ferent harvesting stages described in theMethods section. 

and indicated that timber had no One striking characteristic of the series examined is the 

cant impact on annual parameters (annual mean downward trend of  annual mean flow (Figure 2). While 

monthly mean flow, annual maximum daily and this trend is visually apparent, the cross-conelation 

7-day low flow). There are two major factors analysis indicated that hamesting (ECA) had no sig- 

may contribute to this: the size of the studied nificant impact on annual mean flow (Table 3). This 

ershed and complexity of hydrological processes. was also supported by regression analysis between trans- 

e drainage size increases, heterogeneity of land- ferred ECA and Annual mean flow (RZ = 0.1, n = 42, P 

s and topographies, nonlinearfactors, storage and = 0.19). Annual mean flow is significantly related to 
effects become more important in influencing precipitation e2 = 0.98, n = 42, and P < 0.001). 

logical regimes. Those effects could buffer Impacts on Spring Snowmelt Period 
es resulting from harvesting. Annual hydrologi- Timber harvesting within the spring snowmelt period did 
meters are also not have a significant effect on hydrological parameters 

ndent on interactions of three different processes (meanmaximumdaily 7-day low flow andmonthly mean) 
g snowmelt, summer rain and winter baseflow) (Tables 2 and 3). The large size of the watershed may par- 
bedprevionsly. Although harvesting significantly tially contribute to this as explained previously. 
ses summer mean and peak flow shown in the 

Streamflow in this period is largely driven by the 
ection, insignificant changes o n  other periods 

snowmelt process. Its overall magnitude (mean flow) 
make accumulated annual hydrologic impacts 

depends on snowpack accumulated over the winter and 

le 2. Results from the intervention analysis of themonthly mean series. 

Intervention Analysis p a r a t e r  Esthnation and Test) 
Prewhitening 

1 proces ARIMA 

(2,1,0)'(2,1,0)2 -0.34(0.21)** -0.76(0.00) -0.31(0.33) 0.41(0.34) 

(2,l,0)~(2,i,0)' 0.72(0.06) -0.47(0.39) -0.36(0.27) 0.15(0.75) 

nthlyman (2,1,1)'(0,1,1)4 -0.11(0.65) 0.78(0.25) 0.14(0.60) 0.57(0.37) 

and 6, are parmters For intervention m 1966 and o, and 8, for 1982. **:Probability kveL When testing impacts, it is 
qortant that both parameters are statisticdly si@ikant 
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Table 3. Cross-correlation analysis between the equivalent clear-cut area (ECA ) series and each of annual and 
period hydrological series (the ARlMA model for the ECA series: (1,1,0)' a fer  initial constant (10) and subse- 
quent logarithmic transform). 

Cross correlation 
Prewhitenkg process* (see Tabk 1 for abbreviations) coe&iency** P lag 

Series ARlMA model 

I 
Annualman (O,l,I) 1(1,0,0)" > 0.05 all 

Armualm;udmum (l,l,O) 1(1,0,0)' > 0.05 all 

Annualbwtlow . * > 0.05 an 

PI man > 0.05 an 

PI lmxinmm (o,l,l) '(~,o,oY > 0.05 an 

PI low flow -0.362 < 0.05 0 

P2 man (021,1) 0.353 < 0.05 0 

P2 xwmimm 0.360 < 0.05 0 

P2 low flow z 0.05 an 

j P3 man > 0.05 all 

P3 llmim~n (0,131) r(0,0,1)8 > 0.05 an 

P3 low flow (O,l,l) '(1,0,0)'2~ > 0.05 dl 

* Prewhitening process is not required because the series is of stationality. **.Comelation coe&ients are not kted for 
hydrological variabks at &lags. 

precipitation during the period while its patterns or dis- ing was concentrated at lower elevations (Dave King, 
tributions (peak flow or low flow) are closely related to Ministry of Environment, Prince George, personal com- 
one additional factor: weather conditions (i.e. tempera- munication). Increasing temperature as aresult of harvest- 
lure). Timber harvesting couldincrease flow parameters, ing could also dishibute the flow more evenly across the 
particularly at small scales (Beaudry, this volume). This melt period, which may bu£fer potential peak increase re. 
is largely due to a reduction in evaporation resulting suiting from timber harvesting. - - - 
from less snow interception from the forest canopy af- 
ter vegetation removal. Most floods occur within the snowmelt period and may 

result in serious environmental impacts and public safety 
However, harvesting can increase evaporation loss due issues. Our analysis showed that timber hamesting had 

I to increasing temperature and road interception result- no significant impacts on peak flow from the large-scale 
ing from harvesting (more and longer exposure to sun- perspective. However, impacts on small-scale tributar- 
shine). This may be even more pronounced for the ies within the watershed may be different and was not 
Bowron watershed as the lower elevation area is an within the scope of this study. 
important portion of the whole wat " 

ersnea, and harvest- 9 
Table 2 also shows that harvesting significantly de- ll % 



7-day low flows in this period. This may be C O ~ C ~ U S ~ O ~  
faster snowmelt in the early part of the period ~arge-scale timber harvesting in the Bowron watershed 
and May) which decreases flow in the latter part bad significant impacts on the summer hydrology. It 
~e r iod  (June). Our data indicated that most low increased summer peak and mean flows. However, im- 
occnned in June. Low flow is generally of less pacts of harvesting on the hydrology in other periods 
rn during this period. (spring snowmelt and winter haseflow) and annual flows 

on Summer Rain Period were not significant. We also conclude that separation 
of different hydrological processes is critical and nec- 

hanresting had impacts On peak and essary for understanding timber harvesting impacts in 
flows in the summer rain period (Table 3). Both the central interior of British Columbia, 

and mean flow parameters were significantly in- 
ed after harvesting. This is mainly due to decreas- 
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